
COMMUNITY BUILDING Project CB#101

1. Creative Centers in a Mall like setting with interior courtyards for gardeners

a. Seniors/ Retirees that were these types of people at one time, great
knowledge can be shared/taught by them.

b. Provide community facilities that are free for children, teens, and adults to
learn how to paint, draw, weave, carve, potter, sculp, knit, crochet,
woodworking, etc.

c. Facilities will also include music and all instruments will be provided along
with instruction and loving guidance.

d. Each Creative Center will have store fronts so artists can sell during the
week; employees hired to man the store while artists can create
employment contracts.

e. Garden will be set up in the middle of the Mall where gardeners will be
able to grow, educate and sell/barter their products.

f. Furniture restoration. Restore the old into new!
g. This Creative Center will replace big box stores that are currently taking

up space in Malls. I want to give the little person a bigger opportunity to
sell their art, plants, flowers, music to local shoppers and not have to rely
on the weather being nice and only on weekends a few times a year and
hope the wind doesn’t make their tent a sail. This can be done globally

h. Use the CAC for employment contracts.
i. These Creative Centers will also focus on the children who have been

rescued and will require future access and development for love and
support.

Community Activity Centers CB#102

Proper structures for Philipsburg After School Program.
Need:
The island has an amazing after school program for the families that are less fortunate,
for decades due to one dedicated man. He has made the best of the situation by
helping the kids the best he can with little to no funds. He has a dedicated full time job
and full time at his passion. Hurricane Irma really messed up the physical buildings. The
kids have to be substandard metal containers with no AC. All materials are what are
volunteered or what Mr. Burnett takes out of his pocket. He needs to have
improvements on his space and some new equipment for his after school program kids.



Mr. Burnett needs more volunteers to come on a regular basis to work with the kids,
especially the mentally challenged and those with learning disabilities.

Solution:
To replace the damaged container buildings, add lots of shelving to organize donations,
purchase needed items and add AC for the hotter months. To replace the computers in
the program with used computers that can be donated from other places that are getting
upgrades and we need a person to do that work. The children need to have consistent
relationships in the programming therefore we want to hire two part-time people to
assist the Volunteer manager that runs the program. During their break time the children
are allowed to play sport, therefore we would like to purchase equipment for baseball,
soccer and basketball. Requesting past students that have graduated to come and
volunteer some hours each month and get their input about program improvements.

Outcome:
Mr. Burnett will have help with the after school programming which he has been running
for at least 20 years all on his own. This assistance of 2 part-time assistants and
materials will give him a break to also take a little down time. With the new support the
program will not shut down if for any reason Mr. Burnett is not able to be there for the
kids. We can also find assistance with other youth that have graduated from the
programs of the past and know the importance of going somewhere where they felt like
they belonged. The more organized the program is the more efficiently it can run and
the more successful it can be for assisting the kids in a nurturing environment therefore
creating trust between the staff and the kids.

Arts Center - Hands On

Need:
The island of Sint Maarten is in need of an Arts Center for Children and Adults. The
basic household income is considerably smaller than most countries. The aftermath of
the pandemic has made the situation much dire where many are left looking for jobs in
order to support their children. Children are left to their own devices, whether it be
cooped up in a room or in the streets. A center of Arts will provide a space for children
and adults to become familiar with the very essence of themselves through art. Many
families cannot afford leisure activities to immerse their kids in, nor have adults been
given a chance to discover the benefits of a creative outlet. There is a need to break the
unspoken rule of all work and no play.

Solutions:
Our goal is to shift the overall societal mindset from constant work to a reality where the



amount of work is equal to the amount of rest and play one engages in daily. An Arts
center would be a building with several rooms that would allow the community to
engage in the arts of all forms from art to dance to theater to music. Each type of art
would contain creative supplies to support each activity.  The community would be
prompted to explore their creative side in various mediums: dancing, acting, playing
instruments, producing music, painting, arts and crafts, mosaics, embroidery, etc.
Teachers and volunteers can arrange scheduled classes exploring the medium of their
expertise. The goal would be to allow anyone interested to participate for little to no
cost.

Outcome:
An arts center would help our community spend more time in a flow state where
creative expression allows greater well-being. It will greatly facilitate the expulsion of
built up/ negative energy that transmutes into beautiful and free creation which will seep
into their overall well-being. Society trains our people in a very logical manner, and there
is a need to shift some of the energy from the logical, overworked left brain thinking to
exploring the wonders of the creative right brain. Our people will have a chance to
express themselves and transmute some heaviness of their lives into a moment of inner
expression. This will generate some more positivity and motivation into a neglected
community.

Bridging the Technology Gap for Students and Community

Need:
Sint Maarten is backward and antiquated in technology data collection and daily usage
in government, schools, hospitals, etc. As the island is finally approaching mandatory
updating for digitalization of government infrastructure offices and websites to provide
online access to all of their services there is a second wave of panic coming. A large
majority of residents are not computer savvy, never owning a computer or even being
trained in smartphones or in many cases having no internet access. There are
underprivileged students that do not have access to technology or understand global
trends where basic educational needs are based on technology and the internet. The
average elderly person has no experience with it and has a fear of being forced to learn
technology.

Solution:
Proving the existing community centers (and library satellite locations) with computers,
internet service and onsite mentors and volunteers to provide training and assistance
for those that are technology challenged. Educate them in: Security awareness,
password protection, internet, virus, phishing, online etiquette and how to identify



potential online scammers. To be successful they will need to learn about social media
appropriateness, proper research, access to online services like banking, how to apply
for government programming though portals and websites. This gives the ability for all
people to do research and learn about the new world as the information unfolds. Having
programs  specifically created for elderly and their caregivers to learn the basics to
interact with new online systems.

Outcome:
Using community centers will create a safe environment to begin the teachings. As new
technology is brought online students have the ability to increase their self-education
with online university studies or certifications. The persons that need to apply for
government programs can then do it on line with a technology assistant. It removes
waiting in lines to get assistance in person with many of the departments. It will create
computer literacy for all people equally. It will also give those enjoying technology a way
to serve the public in volunteer programs to teach the elderly.  As the QFS system
comes on line everyone is given the same opportunity to succeed including those that
have not had internet or a computer in their home.

Children's Farming and Education Center
Giving children hands-on experiencing in raising chickens and other food sources. (still
in submission stage)

Need:
Children are growing up on the island without seeing enough nature and not truly
comprehending where their foods come from, the hard work it takes to run a business,
the strength to get t there every day and how to deliver quality products that are a
moving part daily to this multiple income producing business of eggs and meat.

Solution:
There are already a few farms on the island that want to work with local youth groups
and local schools to give the kids hands-on experience on the farm. One program being
developed is the adopt a chick program. Each student will receive a small chick and
help raise it during my visits during the week. After the chicken gets older and begins to
lay eggs the child will take the first egg home.

Outcome:
A hands on experience will last a lifetime, the student will see just a little of what goes
into raising a real chicken rather than just seeing a blob of meat in the grocery store.
They will understand the part of the chick, what it takes to feed it and learn lots of little



details about the chicken's personality. One farm is already prepared to go forward as
soon as they have financial assistance to add a few more hen houses.

Community Garage

Need:
The income of most people on the island of Sint Maarten is very low and they can’t
afford the basics much less purchase expensive equipment to fix their own car or in
many cases not able to afford a mechanic so a car can sit for days or even months until
enough income comes in to get it going again. Of course without a working car getting
around becomes more difficult and affects the ability to create an income, creating a
cycle for those who’s cars break down often. There are many “under the tree”
mechanics here and they are not afraid to work on a car for a neighbor to help them out
but many times the needed equipment may not be available. A small by hour fee would
be more feasible that the higher fees paid to mechanic shops.

Solution:
Purchasing a property and building a large open air facility with security, where those
wanting to learn to care for their own car can go to learn, or teach or just provide help
for others by fixing their autos. The facility could be equipped with several sets of basic
tools and larger pieces of equipment. There would be stalls set up for the mechanic to
work on their car and there would be specific rules on how it would run and each person
using it would have to follow the rules of benefits and expectations to use the space,
such as specific clean up rules or fees charges for not following the rules. There can be
a staff to watch over equipment, cleaning, building and equipment repairs, and in some
cases offer some guidance on simple matters.

Outcome:
With a lower cost way to work on cars people would be able to get the autos up and
running faster with less outgoing funds. More people could learn how to work on their
own cars and take a greater sense of pride in doing it themselves. Due to the fact that
these people would not have to make big investments in the tools they would be able to
use the otherwise spent funds on other things for their family and the work can be done
sooner therefore keeping the auto cared for and increasing the safety for the owners.
Another stream of income can be provided on site by selling the most basic items
needed such as oil, window washer and lubricants. This would be a great classroom
environment for teaching more youth ways to create their profession.

Community Outdoor Gym Park



Need:
The island of Sint Maarten is in need of a community outdoor fitness park/gym that is
accessible to the public. Modernization of society along with the lockdowns have
facilitated a more sedentary lifestyle in our people. During trying times, economically,
persons of all ages need a space to engage in fitness and feel comfortable exercising.
Gyms in Sint Maarten come at a price and tend to be full. A communal space in nature
would be a great way to get people to step out of their homes and devices and be
outside enjoying the weather and nature with their community. It would encourage both
a community spirit as well as fitness to help relieve stress and keep the body in balance.

Solutions:
A community outdoor gym or park for the youth and adults to encourage exercise,
movement, muscle strength training for people the ages 16- 70. This can encourage
others to momentarily step away from sedentary tendencies and engage in light
exercise with easy-to-use public equipment like bars, cycles, ellipticals, and more.
These ready to use equipment would be made of weatherproof materials and bolted to
the ground. Benches and mats would be incorporated to accommodate the people. It
would be gated and have well lit lighting. Such spaces would attract persons of all ages
to try the machines and engage in light exercise while connecting with nature. The
manager can run training programs for beginners.

Outcome:
A community that exercises and engages in fitness activities more often creating a
higher level of health. The number one cause of disease is stress. When one exercises,
one expels stagnant energy and revitalizes the body. Fitness has a tremendous impact
on the well-being of an individual physically, mentally and spiritually. Emotional release
that expels during exercise could avoid many scenarios of pent-up aggression that may
expel on others during triggering times in their lives.  A community park/gym would be a
great initiative to get the community to engage in fitness and truly feel the importance of
maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

Creating Sleep and Rest, Giving Homeless a Place to Sleep

Need:
Since hurricane Irma in 2017 where hundreds if not thousands of people lost their
homes and even more live with damages beyond their financial ability to repair people
continued to try to make the best of the situation. During the last two years of the
plandemic many, many more have lost their homes because they could not afford to pay
rent after businesses closed and jobs were lost. Many people, even some with kids, are
sleeping in their cars at night because they have no homes. These are good people that



were put into a totally unexpected situation out of their control. All people should have a
safe, healthy place to lay their head at night to rest themselves and their children. The
government has not been helpful in assisting the homeless on the island.
Solution:
We would like to take several closed businesses that have many rooms, like old offices
and make them into temporary sleeping quarters for those in need. Specifically single
parents will be the first recipients. Converting old school, office buildings, old medical
offices or damaged hotels into sleeping quarters for singles and small families.
Preferable group kitchens or food truck deliveries for prepared foods to assist. All adults
living in this situation would have training programs to attend to educate them on getting
back on their feet and would also include work programs to retrain where needed to
assist in changing fields or training. Training would address mental, physical, emotional
and spiritual programs to help clients to attain their goals.

Outcome:
Placing families into safe and healthy environments will assist them to relax and allow
them to create a plan that is more fair and realistic without judgment. Giving them a
freedom to decide how they want to move forward with raising their families without
desperation, but which direction they want to go and where they may feel called to go.
As this peace is present in the parent it will also affect the children. They can create
their own structure and plan with the assistance of several coaches. We will provide
career coaching, financial coaching and emotional counseling through brother and sister
programs. Eventually the families will be able to move into a home with a sense of
security and empowerment. This will assist the multi-generational despair of the past.

Customer Service and Island Tourism Training

Need:
Sint Maarten is a place to visit and has a lot to offer. There are many tourist attractions
and the need and opportunity for high quality tour guides is consistent. One of the
outstanding issues for our tour guides is that they only know small portions of the island,
history or stories of the culture that lives on the island. As a tour guide for a small island
it is important to be able to represent the island appropriately by telling the visitors the
truth and making quality recommendations for the guest, not trying to ensure the pocket
of the tour guide is filled. Most of our guides don’t necessarily know their information
correctly and because each man is out for himself there is a cut throat attitude too often
which leaves a bad impression with the visitors.

Solution:
Open a center free training program for teaching tourism guides the basics of Sint



Maarten. The topics to cover are the obvious ones such as; customer service training,
the island history and cultures but also include how to do more than just talk. Tour
guides need to understand some of the basis of pricing, contracts with hotels and cruise
lines, cross referencing to other tour guides, build a network of tour guides, truthful and
consistent information to refer to other guides when a guest is looking for something
specific, be able to understand and create appropriate pricing rather than undercutting a
fellow guide, teaching the guide to be able to negotiate the proper pricing when working
with the cruise lines and the hotels, Proper vendors payments.

Outcome:
We all want to be a part of something bigger and be recognized for our contribution.
This program would benefit the island as a whole and increase the number of quality
guides available and the reputation of the island would increase for happy, trustworthy
tour guides, and networks of referral, teamwork. It would create a consistency and be a
working organization that would work directly with the department of tourism, the
chamber of commerce and the port authority. As changes happen on the island the
network of tourism guides can be kept in the loop and continue to give the most
accurate information and be updated for change in law or new business and restaurants
openings or tourist attractions.

Dutch Quarter Outdoor Sports Field

Need:
In the poorest areas of the island there are no places for kids to go to play outdoor
sports and have running activities. In most areas, specifically the males, are spending
time on motorcycles, lots of accidents and even deaths. We need them off the street
and learning teamwork and relationship building. Our past field was taken down
because of road repairs and never replaced several years ago. It appears that the youth
are not a priority.

Solution:
We need to build outdoor activities fields to provide cricket, basketball, tennis, track,
give the kids the opportunity to learn a variety of sports and encourage coaching
training. Fields could also assist with opening the Special Olympics which is much
needed on the island. We would need the majority of the sports equipment for the
sports, a shed to keep the sports equipment and maintenance equipment and a security
system, including a high fence. There would need to be parking for those driving from
other areas of the island to participate.



Outcome:
Creating an outdoor sports field can get more kids off the street, can teach teamwork,
good sportsmanship and even get the youth involved with coaching sports. Older youth
could teach the younger ones. This will provide opportunities to those with natural
abilities to potentially go on to play at a higher level. Both players and coaches can be
professional trained and we can begin to have leagues for each sport. There are more
than one district that would benefit from having this type of Outdoor sports facilities.

Helping Hands Technology Centers

Need:
Sint Maarten is behind the times when it comes to MultiMedia and using it for public
venues. It is also true that a good percentage of people on the island have no
computers nor do they wish to own one. They want to do these things the old fashioned
way. That being said, the ways of the world are changing and each person will need to
know a little at least to get started in the new quantum financial systems and to move
through life more smoothly for the future changes.

Solution:
Through each district a media center will be added for easy access, education on “how
to”  of the various programs and forms that are needed to become at least able to be
self-sufficient in the basics, be able training for all ages and to allow the younger
generation to train the older in the processes.

Outcome:
As the island of Sint Maarten becomes more automated all people are affected. It will
become mandatory for at least a few basics to be learned to maintain financial services
accounts. Taking students that are excited about becoming mentors to an older
generation challenged with technology can create a win-win situation for many people
involved in the programming.

Herbal Remedies Farm

Need:
The numbers of the people of Sint Maarten that are sick and aging quickly have grown
immensely in the last 2 decades because they are being talked out of using the old
fashion remedies that their ancestors used and being put on chemicals by the medical
community. Many of the Doctors here berate their clients using herbs and natural cures
and tell them if they do use the prescriptions they will no longer see them. Pharmacies



try to treat simple colds with drugs. They are profit driven, not health driven. Our people
need their culture and education back that came from their ancestors.

Solution:
We need a large scale herbal farm to own the business of reeducating the locals and
visitors of the natural remedies of the lands. An acre of land with a small greenhouse
and up to 50 raised beds for growing medicinal and preventative healing herbs. Multiple
levels of classes taught by the elders of our island and newer teachers can hold
classes. We can regain the knowledge of our health care from the ground, tree and
bush. All ages educational programs including throughout the school system, creating
field trips for hands of fun experiences.

Outcome:
The knowledge of knowing simple garden remedies to be healed with no side effects.
Educating and treating from our past knowledge from our ancestors to cure common
colds, asthma, headaches, bladder infections, skin diseases, blood disorders and a
whole lot more. Along with this comes less money spent on healthcare and on easy life
remedies. We have many examples to share of those already being helped. We have
the educated teachers already available to start the projects. Students will be able to
walk their own land and identify what they already have available. They just need the
space and the financial kick start.

History Art Museum and Slave Wall, Hiking Programs

Need:
As the world becomes more open and many more people move to the island of Sint
Maarten the life we had decades ago is becoming watered down. The stories are nice
but the stories are changing too much. We need to complete the museum that will hold
the stories of the past in art work and writings.  Many pieces of art hold the hidden
treasure of our past. Part of that past is the stories contained in the slave wall, built by
slaves hundreds of years ago. Taking a hike on the island and seeing the current beauty
is great for our visitors but there is much more to be shared.

Solution:
At the bottom of a small piece of land is called Hope Estate. One family lived there for
several generations growing and continuing to split the land amongst the generations,
selling off a piece at a time. Now there is not much land left, but the stories that are
there need to be told and held for the future to understand these people and their
humble beginnings remain. There are many pieces of art work already completed
sharing the history of the families and how they created an influence on that part of the



island. Their family was part of building the slave wall and honored this history even as
the slaves were freed. The trails to the French Side and back have many stories of
escape, caravans to safety, the building of the forts and more.

Outcome:
Our goal is to build a facility, on the land, that is near the harbor where residents and
guests can come to see, hear and learn about the history of the island, walk the land,
see the slave walls, read the stories and hike to the trails and learn the stories. It can be
a preserve for the history and work with tourism to share the history of the island
through land tours and by natives that are happy to share the stories.

Holistic Poultry Production and Education

Need:
We need self- sustainability on our small island, we need to raise our own produce and
meats. Quality farming understands that our customers deserve the best quality organic
products. Sint Maarten has a shortage of affordable organic poultry products, (farm
fresh, organic, free-range eggs and poultry) which means purchasing from other
producers that use growth stimulants, antibiotics or animal by-products. On the Island
our eggs and chicken have to be imported and require chillers or cooler to maintain their
shelf life with a company whose goal is financial, this poultry is usually reared and
processed with commercial product method. emphasis is placed more on volume rather
than the taste of the overall taste. The island lacks resources for organic chicken
farming.

Solution:
We need to supply our residents with start-up family farming where we implement
traditional poultry rearing, nature’s way. This makes a world of difference in the healthy
quality and flavor of our chickens and eggs. We remove high volume, imported chicken
where machinery is used to process chickens. Local farming has a low volume
environment that enhances the quality of the taste of our birds. In this way of poultry
rearing, it is a balanced family tradition. As we know not everyone has the time or desire
to raise chickens at home. We will provide education to other people wanting to also
provide for their family by hands on methods or participating in the actual daily routine
process here on an already working farm.

Outcome:
Rather than placing the focus on quantity and ROI, we will focus on health, quality and
ensuring our future with local farming professionals. Increase production efficiency by
10% yearly, to develop a sustainable farm business that is able to increase family cash



flow. Even in times of temporary halts on importing due to catastrophic weather and /or
a worldwide pandemic, as we’ve seen, we are prepared and experienced.   Providing
farming where poultry is fed only with wholesome organic feed and given fresh aloe
vera infused water daily. Teaching wholesome family values as all members and
members of the community participate in the freshest and humanely raised products.
We already have a local family, Itoemba’s Farming, committed to providing this to the
community.

Holistic Self Care Wellness and Education Center

Need:
Thousands of people are awakening on the island of Sint Maarten, millions all over the
world and they are searching for the truth from non judgmental, holistic patriots that can
feed them the facts in the ways they can see, hear and feel a knowingness they can
trust. The people suffer from processed foods, and then underlying medical issues. The
island agriculture is publicly supported but, in private, has been sabotaged for decades.
Many people practice dark magic and spend more energy in pulling others down rather
than focusing on their own success. Health has to be mental, physical, emotional and
spiritual. People are struggling for a safe place to learn the simple truth, and find peace
and passion with real teachers of consciousness. Real God truth & passion.

Solution:
The Center staff is already available to teach movement, repairing the body using
energy psychology and metaphysics addressing the physical and emotional underlying
issues for the highest health, using all forms educational vibrational therapies including
what goes into the body with farm to table agriculture to bring healthy foods,
enlightenment education with immersion and a large variety of programming, covering
body, mind and soul.  This is how we change the world from our island. Land has been
made available to build several structures to house a holistic wellness clinic, sustainable
gardens, hiking trails, eco housing and educational retreat center. We will provide the
needed space to train people coming from all over the world with love, and
consciousness.

Outcome:
Organic Wellness, Eco-sustainability, 1-1, classroom and group training, holistic
coaching and metaphysical counseling. Movement programs include Hiking, Yoga, Tai
Chi Gung, and outdoor sports. Therapies include, sound/music, crystal, color therapy,
aromatherapy, EFT, metaphysical teaching tools; symbology, numerology, access
consciousness, quantum energy, quantum touch, and the 4 elements. all programs are
in the realm of energy psychology, energy medicine, movement, teaching teachers and



awakening healers. Certifications in Reiki- all levels, Holistic Life Coaching,
Metaphysics. Addressing the needs of PTSD, cancers, diabetes, mental health issues,
especially depression, along with all mental, spiritual, emotional and physical needs.
Land already available.

Household Water Filtration Systems for All Residents

Need:
Clean water is a problem all over the world and also here on the island of Sint Maarten.
Our landfill is packed with plastic bottles and there appears to be very little answers
coming soon. Our problem is to get an abundance of clear water to every household no
matter what the income. Our government has made it illegal to have a cistern and to
catch fresh rain water. Each household has very little option especially if they are not
educated in ways around this rule. Yes the corrupt government makes it difficult to get
water in any way except to buy bottled or the government owned water plants, and a
company called GEBE and then you still need to boil it or put it through a water filtration
system before drinking it.

Solution:
A solution is to build and give away water filtration containers to every household that
wants one. There would be a storage building where they could be built then deliver
them out to the households signing up for a water system. Local youth can be hired and
in charge of the program of building, delivering and explaining the systems to the
households. This will create a work program that gives back to the community. It is a
simple program just needing logistics, materials, education and labor. Along with this
program we will assist all landowners with gutters or a water catchment system for their
homes or neighborhoods. In future programs we will address building neighborhood
cisterns and creating watering systems for community gardens.

Outcome:
The ability to put clean drinking water in every household is imperative. It would
accomplish several things. Clean water without leaving your home, water from the tap
and put it in the gravity pour system and it does the work for you. More people would
find it easier and drink more water leading to less people with dehydration which we
know leads to even more medical issues. It will lower the amount of water bottles in the
dump drastically. It will relieve the family financially of paying for bottled drinking water
and those funds can be used toward something else. The catchments and cisterns
would give free water to the residents. It would relieve the burden of being at the whim
of the local government owner GEBE company that shuts off water whenever it wants
to.



International Holistic Retreat Center (s)

Need:
The last 50 years many of the core values of human beings have been broken down.
Family values have been torn apart and the average person can’t keep a strong sense
of pride for their lifetime. The past truths of natural remedies and how powerful human
beings actually are is hidden from them and in many ways cursed by those that
supposedly love them and support them. In churches pastors yell at the parishioners
and doctors sell drugs instead of health. Human beings need a trusting God based
place to learn how to fall in love with themselves and God again. A healthy all inclusive
place to be nurtured, trained and practice self love, meditation, prayer and forgiveness.
A place to be fed the highest level of food, energy, family values, thought and to stand in
their power.

Solution:
Opening a 6 + bedroom facility where families, or students can come for all inclusive
retreats to regain their power and rebuild their relationships. A safe environment where
all food, drink, education and experiential programming is provided. Enough time to
relax, let down the guard, trust and regroup. This facility will be a powerful training
center for teaching teachers tools and techniques for going abroad with the teachings.
Programs include such things as Certifying Holistic Life Coaches, teaching all levels of
Reiki and other energy medicine and energy psychology. Identifying and empowering
passion and callings, teaching many topics of metaphysics, falling in love with self and
God. The land has already been donated for this project.

Outcome:
This project is for all above programs already in place and with positive results. Once
the facility/infrastructure/furnishing is completed we will be up and running immediately.
We can fully train 6 to 12 students into holistic teachers/practitioners and life coaches
two to three times a month. More bedrooms could house more students. Average
teacher training is 10 days. Self love and family programs are 5 to 7 days. Teachers are
coached on how to start their own businesses including marketing. Within the first year
we can have 144 fully trained teachers into the world teaching. Part of certification is
doing wellness consultations on 10 people living under observation with feedback. This
also means that free health evaluation can be given to the locals at no cost.

Marine Trade Skill Training Center



Need:
The island is short of professionals to work on many problems on the boats on the
island of Sint Maarten. Many times it takes weeks or even months to have a problem
taken care of or completed. Looking past even the relaxed Caribbean attitude there are
not enough people trained to do the work. Therefore people from the outside are
brought in, raising the cost of the work to the boat owners. As a boat is down for any
length of time it’s losing potential income. These small businesses need local
trustworthy, qualified mechanics to do repairs. We still have boats damaged in Irma over
4 years ago that need to be repaired. We need mechanical, electrical and hull workers.
The majority of people living on the island cannot afford to go abroad for professional
training.

Solution:
The cost for professional training is too high for the majority of students currently. A
Trade Skill center could provide local youths with a solid skill set. Starting classes in
Marine Electrician, Marine Mechanics, Part Metallurgy, Machine rebuilding. Internships
through Caterpillar, Volvo, and others. Expert trainers can be sent in or students can be
sent to other islands to have specialized training. The goal is to open up options for
youth and an opportunity to become a professional in a field that they are drawn to.
They would complete on the job training as a part of graduating and donate hours back
to the center for future classes/students. And the training would focus on jobs already
located on the island that have current or expected future shortages.

Outcome:
As youth are trained they will begin to “adopt a boat” program to rebuild a boat from
beginning to end. Each step has training videos, hands on work and instructors. As
each student graduates from the program he or she can stay with the trade skills center
to train the next set of students or start working immediately. As we can train more
mechanics, if they desire they can become part of a crew with a variety of skills and
have the ability to have full time employment. Or they can choose to go to work as a
specialist working throughout the islands. Students will also be set up for success,
trained in setting up their own business, understanding laws, liabilities and writing
contracts. Tropical islands need these professionals to complement tourism on the
island.

Metaphysical Education Wellness Center

Need:
Too many people here intimidate the masses regularly which has created lots of fears.
Most locals have a lack of energetic and spiritual education, The few places that imply



they are enlightened are not. The Politicians, local business people and even many
police are corrupt and stop all forms of higher vibrational  and natural education. As a
3rd world nation we are already behind on most modern advances and those that are
supposed to represent us are more interested in padding their own pockets. We need to
stop the blockage and start education.

Solution: We need to have a full metaphysical educational facility here that can provide
teaching on energy medicine, energy psychology, metaphysical education and spiritual
awakening. The center needs to have tools and equipment for teaching all ages. A store
of metaphysical items for purchases, crystal books and healing music. Equipment
needed such as biofeedback, detoxing machines, cold laser therapy and Scalar
products. These ways of practice can assist in lowering health costs and give credit to
companies supporting their employees in healthier life.

Outcome:
We will need assistance getting through the corruption and red tape. Land is already
available for a very discounted price. We may need outside architects and contractors.
We will need a facility built with rooms for teaching and therapies. machine to be
purchased, cold lazar, detoxing, bio-feedback, and Scalar. A starting product supply will
be needed but sales will then continue needed restocking. We will need basic furnishing
and shelving. We will be teaching teachers and need to supply housing or retreat
housing during the training period.

Mindfulness Programming

Need:
Many of the organizations on the island are lacking in funds, in many cases it is due to
many years of hollow promises from the government. In 2017 Hurricane Irma hit, one of
the largest hurricanes in history tore up the island, people running for their lives,
buildings destroyed, business gone and people unemployed for months, many literally
losing everything. We have many counselors and psychologists in many areas but there
were not enough professionals to do the job and many have tried to do the work while
they struggled through their personal issues. We need a place where we can do group
programming with trained group leaders in mindfulness, meditation and breathing
exercises for larger groups. The mental health professionals are overworked and
backlogged.

Solution:
Creating a location, that is safe and can hold up to 50-100 people at at time, open and
dedicated 7 days a week to provide low cost- no costs classes on mindfulness for



schools, non-profits, churches, and local businesses The facility could be used for other
large group programming, such as learning's coping mechanisms or lessons on mental
health topics. In many cases the groups that the programming would be directed at
would be the counselors for group homes, children's homes, women's emergency
shelters and other facilities that serve the community. We recognize not all effective
mental health programs have to be private one-on-ones. But we also recognize that
even the mental health staff need support. Tools for dealing with stress management of
all kids.

Outcome:
This kind of programming can take pressure off of the counselors, and psychologists
that are having trouble booking clients. The average wait time can be a month for a first
appointment for mental health support, they need to be seen sooner than a month. For
the topics that can be delivered in a larger group it can take immense pressure off of the
providers and give another educated professional group of teachers, healers and
coaches the opportunity to step up and also work from their calling. We have many
teachers on this island not working that could fill this role. We also recognize that more
men are the ones making more of the calls which means we have a shift in priorities or
an awakening. We can be there a lot more quickly to support these changing roles.

Multi Media and Cultural Events Facility (still to be submitted)

Need:
As the island of Sint Maarten grows and more international visitors come to our small
island it is important to have a place that clearly shows the history and culture with the
ability to move many people through it daily and to truly show. It needs to be large,
needs to be colorful with art, music, sound and truly capture the many generations and
many individual cultures of the island. They represent over 100 countries, over 30
languages and extreme diversity in displaying artwork, dance and costumes.

Solution:
Purchase several lots of land within walking distance in the capital of Philipsburg with
plenty of parking to have full shows representing the diverse cultures of the island. Such
as Haitian week will have art displays, cultural dance and song, with native costumes.
Next week we have the celebration of Dominica and the organization will have their
grand displays and even bring groups in from their country to increase the programing.

Outcome:
Rather than becoming a melting pot of cultures each culture is able to take pride in their
difference and display and teach the world their unique heritage. The growth of this



program will add to higher numbers for visitors from the other cultures that come to the
island for the grand display for their country or cultures programming. This facility can
also be used for large music gatherings for local youth bands and other displays of a
healthy growing island.

Outdoor Open Air Farmers Market

Need:
The island of Sint Maarten has the ability to feed itself but the government and big
business block many attempts at creating a way for like-minded farmers and growers to
work together. This would be an attempt to have participants sell their products or use
bartering. Locally made cooked items, smoothies, locally made soaps, lotions and
natural products. Finding a space that the government will allow has been
nonproductive. Though the government says that are for agriculture they have not
provided support in a majority of ways.

Solution:
Gathering of the island's farmers and growers can provide a very large variety of foods.
Different participants can focus on their specialty therefore creating many different
choices of fruits, vegetables, herbs and items. There would have to be a good sized
piece of land available to hold up to 50 vendors at a time, with a walking area around
the tables and parking for participants and visitors purchasing. We currently have
several groups that would participate and run the program. We just need the place and
infrastructure.

Outcome:
Local people love buying local food. With neighbors selling items or having the chance
to sell one’s own product there would be high participation. Confidence would increase
in the variety and the quality of what is offered. It would create an interest in more
people learning to grow. Classes can be given on growing for newbies and schools for
the kids to learn at all ages. Having a localized area and consistency of products would
reduce the needs for GMO, pesticide filled food provided a the grocery stores creating a
healthier population.

Repairing Water Reservoir – Hillside Plantation

Need:
Farming is not highly encouraged at this time on Sint Maarten. The government is filled
with hollow promises and the people left to figure it out on their own or go without. There
was a large 90,000 liter water reservoir  that was used on the Hillside Plantation to



water plants that was used by gravity. This tank allowed for many weeks of plants being
watered between refilling. It served many levels of plants and trees. 25 years ago
hurricane Luis severely damaged the tank and despite many requests the tank still is
not repaired.

Solution:
The tank that is near the top of the hill in Saint Peters will need to be repaired but it is
more than just a tank repair, Due to where it is located an excavator will need to be
brought in to clear the land to place the materials. A crane will need to be brought in to
lift the materials to the place needed. And of course the materials will need to be
purchased and a crew to do the work. The tubing/hoses  that was originally in place will
need to be replaced to the needed areas of plantings. And of course after it is all done
the tank will need to be filled.

Outcome:
The Plantation will be able to rebuild the amount of plantings and trees that previously
grew. Having gravity removes any problems when the electricity goes out and trying to
use hand help watering hoses throughout the property. Once the reservoir is completed
several water catchments can be built to guide any rain water to the tank to be used
freely, cutting down on the need for truck hauled refilling. This will reduce the funds
needed for purchasing water and therefore save on overhead and assist in reducing the
costs of goods sold which can then go back to the consumer. This Plantation is used as
a class for many of the local schools and interest groups on commercial farming and
backyard farming.

Rebuilding Heart and Family Values (still in submittal stage)

Need:
The Caribbean is a place where many generations have been brought up being trained
in living in a world that is over sexualized . The female wording for pregnancy is “giving
him a child”. Early pregnancy is nothing usual and the majority of the women are not
married and have multiple babies with multiple men. In the majority of cases a single
parent family (female) is the norm. These children are being raised not understanding a
loving healthy atmosphere.

Solution:
Programming at an early age brought into the schools and churches and youth centers
that can present the stories, education and even movies that are healthy family values.
Focusing on family entertainment, with health and safe programming to get involved in
as a family. A reprogramming of different sorts that encourage understanding that sex in



not necessarily love and that the human body is a temple and great thought  should go
into the respectful and moral choices that are available.
Outcome:
Teaching morality to the world is not an easy task but also letting children grow into
adults not knowing there are other choices is not acceptable. This healing of the heart,
learning the ways of the past generations family values and the strength of the family
may be slow but we have to start somewhere and a facility and programming is the first
step to changing the next generation of children, grandchildren and beyond. By teaching
the old fashioned values of family and how to be supportive and regain what we have
lost.

Satellite Library for School Area

Need:
Sint Maarten is divided into two countries. On the Dutch Side of the island we only have
one large library. It is placed in the capitol area where it is very busy, congested and not
near the major school district. The schools for the majority of all the children in the St.
Peters District. Many children needing to do school work after school must travel to that
library, Most will not. There needs to be at least a large satellite library within walking
distance from the schools for the children to walk to after school and complete their
work. The main library rebuild still suffers from the hurricane Irma damages from 2017.
Making Education easier for the children needs to be a priority.

Solution:
We have a lot of corruption on our island and getting what is right and fair for this island
is not easy.
We need a large satellite library to be specifically for the students of all the local schools
and people of the district of Saint Peters, within walking distance. Of course open to all.
These kids need to have research and educational materials at hand and not only rely
on the internet on getting their homework done. They need to be in a quiet place where
their brains can slow down and stay focused. They need a place where there can be
tutors available to assist them and actually pick up a reference book and find the
information the old fashion way. A large building with plenty of materials, technology and
space to spread out.

Outcome:
The creation of a library near all the schools will accomplish many things.  Students can
walk to the library right after the school closes completing homework and studies earlier
in the evening. This saves time, money and energy rather than taking a bus downtown
to go to the big library and then another bus to go home. Working on projects in a quiet



place provided with all the reference materials they need, the computers for those that
do not have what they need at home and printers to help with completing the project all
while at the library. It gives students and tutors a place to work without distractions and
a quiet place for meetings and preparing for exams in a quiet group environment. A
place for intellectual support will benefit our kids.

School for Special Needs

Need: The island of Sint Maarten is in dire need of a school for special needs children
and adults. For many years students with special needs have been neglected and left to
integrate into public, overcrowded schools where their needs are seldom met. Persons
with Down syndrome, Autism, Asperger’s syndrome, ADHD, dyslexia,  dyscalculia,
dyspraxia, dysgraphia, and other mental impairments. Special needs children and their
parents are left to their own resources when it comes to the schooling and support of
their kids. This issue has deeply impacted and delayed the educational growth of these
individuals. There is an unequal access to education for all.

Solutions:
The island Sint. Maarten is lacking the support of children and adults with special needs
and require their own school for specialized support. A school of various teachers,
psychologists, doctors, and trainees that work as a team to ensure overall well-being of
these students are being met. A team that genuinely assesses their difficulties, supports
where needed and tracks performance over time. Many persons are of low-income
families and access to specialized care is inaccessible to these individuals due to lack
of qualified teachers and high costs of special care. This facility would be provided free
or affordable to the community.

Outcome:
A school to support children, adults, and their parents to provide the proper support
needed for these individuals to thrive and live higher quality lives. Many of these
persons are neglected and when given the chance to explore their capabilities can
integrate better into society. This initiative would allow for equal education and support
for all. Persons with special needs are no longer left to their own devices. A
multidisciplinary team that supports and tracks the schooling and progression of the
individual and helps them find jobs to integrate in society.

Sint Maarten Drumming Pavilion

Need:
The head of our cultural center takes a lot of pride in teaching the kids in the drumming



core to expand past the island and to see what else the world has to offer.  He does his
part by working with the youth teaching them to be a top notch drumming group good
enough to travel to other islands and countries. The group needs a place to practice,
their current equipment is aged and in some cases only comes in one size restricting
every student from having the ability to learn different pieces.

Solution:
Purchasing a property and building a large open-air facility, but protected for bad
weather days, where the drumming cores can be used for practices and performances.
They need the purchase of new equipment, thereby replacing old equipment and
expanding the number of kids that can participate in the drumming program, having a
storage area to keep and maintain equipment and uniforms.  Parking would need to be
added for parents, spectators and performances.

Outcome:
The kids can count on consistency and build their skills. The leaders push the kids to be
their best in order to have the opportunity to travel and win competitions. They learn the
pride of representing their country of Sint Maarten and learn the power of commitment
and teamwork. The pavilion can be used by other non-profit youth related groups. The
island has 65 cultures and over a dozen languages. These kids must follow directions
and work together. They have huge potential.

Youth Marine Education Trade Center, ages 16 +

Need:
Sint Maarten is known for its water entertainment. People come all over the world to
learn scuba diving and learn about ocean life. The island is lacking enough locals to fill
the need to teach scuba diving and many people are coming from the US and other
places to fill the void. A large minority of the people may carry certifications but are not
meeting the high standards we need here on the island. We also have a lot of youth
sitting around unemployed that would love to be employed on the water or in the water
with the guests. The locals need to be involved but there are no current programs to get
them involved and the ones that would be helpful are mostly in the US and very
expensive to travel and attend. Kids just can't afford the training.

Solution:
We have a 28 year veteran PADI instructor that has a dream of opening a training
center for the youth of the island to teach Scuba certification, specifically to become
PADI Certified instructors. But the dreams also include; classroom education of adult
professional crew for sailing, cruising, snorkeling guides, underwater reef specialist for



protection of waters and underwater life, salvaging downed vessels, underwater clean
up, underwater hull cleaning, placing underwater buoys, CPR and emergency first aid
skills and certification.  There are plenty of empty buildings in the area that can easily be
transformed into classroom space and many located very near the water. We will add a
dive shop for students to run and teach mechanical and dive equipment repair.

Outcome:
This program can get kids off the road and get them involved with creating a profession
that can give them a good income and work they can take pride in and many of the
skills will be transferable. It will provide a safe teaching environment, and raise the
quality of the choice for local boaters to fill the slots for the crew and more diving
instructors on the island.  Internships can be provided to pave the way to further
professional certification and allow for more business startups and due to the high level
of certification students can teach on other islands or in other countries. Dive shop
students will learn about products related to diving, filling dive tanks, and simple repairs
on equipment. We have our eye on a great space.

Youth Skate Park and Dirt Bike Park

Need:
The majority of the youth on Saint Maarten come from poor single parent families. The
funds for entertainment, keeping the kids busy and off the streets are lacking in most
families. With lack on entertainment and activities to keep the youth busy many make
up their own things to do with includes motor bike acrobatics in traffic. In the showing off
and attention getting they shock drivers and we have deaths of these youths on a
monthly basis. It is true that many of the youth are frustrated and just trying to finds a
way to show some power or aggression. With lack of funds many of these kids cannot
afford the bikes or to replace the bikes that are crashed which also unfortunately leads
to theft. They need a place to centralize them and keep them safer.

Solution:
Opening these parks would give the youth a place to go that would be a much safer,
organized,  supportive structure to take their talents to a higher level. Bringing in
observation stands to watch the youth perform and even compete in the public arena
would provide the attention lacking in many of their home lives.   Having specific
guidelines and rules to follow in an organized way, providing the space for the kids to
feel they are strong and empowered would give them the opportunity to decide how far
they want to take the skill.  We will need land and construction of the parks on a piece of
open land. We would need to bring in professionals to teach the kids and train people to
work the park and learn the ins and outs of the work.



Outcome:
Taking the kids off the street will assist less motorbikes weaving in and out of traffic,
which will be a better experience for us all. Youth will have a park to go to that can give
them a place to show their skills and get them the attention that many of them crave. As
the kids can take pride in their display of feats, their self-confidence will assist them in
making better decisions. Many of these fatherless kids can gather attention and
approval through their performances. As the park's attention progresses there will be
competitions and potentially move the kids toward higher levels of responsibility and
training the younger kids coming up in the same communities. Observers can go to the
track and cheer their youth on as their skills develop.

Xue Wang’s Performing Art Project CB#103

Performing Art has been my lifetime passion. I want to enhance and revitalize the
performing arts in Australia. This project includes funding the Sydney Opera House and
Enriching performing arts nationwide.

Funding the Sydney Opera House's renovation to the architect's original plan.
The Opera house is a national icon in Australia, and it is recognised around the world.
Not everyone knows that the full vision of the designer for the Opera House was never
fulfilled, primarily due to financial corruption.

There have been a few attempts by the NSW government to complete the remaining
work, but the financial cost has prevented this from happening. I believe it is a tragedy
for Australia not to complete the Opera House to the original plan. It is my dream to
enable this unique world artistic heritage site to be constructed to the architect's original
plan and vision and much more to make the Sydney Opera House the most prestigious
performing art centre in the world and beyond.

I want to extend the original version of the Opera House by equipping it with luxurious
accommodations, self-healing centres for dancers and restaurants.

In addition, renovating the Opera House would be a thank you to this great nation of
Australia, which has given me so much and became my adopted home.



I also want to work with the State government of NSW, especially the department of city
planning to redesign the scenery surrounding the Sydney Opera House so that this
entire area will be full of beauty, high energy and tremendous vibration.

Enriching the performing art in Australia

Performing arts, and particularly ballet, have been my lifetime passion. I understand the
need for innate talent and recognise how important it is for the commitment of the
individual to become an outstanding ballerina.

The distraction of money often dashes the dreams of aspiring artists.   It is my desire to
give all performing art professionals in Australia a chance to explore their dreams
unimpeded by financial limitations.

By funding the arts through various measures, including direct payments to aspiring
individuals and companies and the development of community facilities, the performing
arts can flourish.

Changes would be at all levels, from the interested amateur to top, world-class
professionals. In the process, Australia will be able to attract the best talent from around
the world.

Narrative for Pourtal, an Off Grid/Solar Retreat Center C#104

This permaculture design is for ideally a flat (!) acreage, about 5 – 10 acres, more or
less, and is drawn as such. Hopefully there is a creek, springs, pond onsite, and a well
with good water, and adequate Sunshine! We are creative with extending any flow
through stream designs as appropriate to help irrigate crop areas and Guilds, as in the
ancient acequia systems. Sacred Geometry is implemented as much as possible, as in
our pathways creating the Flower of Life design.

As you turn off a highway leading onto I AM EARTH Road , you pass through a large
arbor of Clematis and Passion flowers. You follow signs to Parking where there is
uncovered parking, and covered parking that holds solar panels. RV parking is also
here, and a plot of Sunflowers (50 sq ft) greets you, and absorbs your travel weariness!

The name Pourtal refers to what we Pour as a community. First Love, for Nature, Gaia,
and all sentient Beings, seen and unseen. Then there is beer, wine, and moonshine, all



made onsite. Not that we are all alcoholics by any means!! Humanity has produced
these drinks for eons, and medicinally so. Our beverages are organic, nitrate free, and
used in many ways, including sterilizing equipment with alcohol. All leftovers from
distillation production goes back into our composting system with worms. Our friends off
site give us jars, bottles to reuse. Our distilleries are run by very conscious people, on
auspicious days and nights , you know, full moons, new moons, holidays, solstices,
equinoxes! And, as in the word Portal, we have a tight Spiritual connection that supports
us all living together by communal concepts we each and all hold dear and practice
daily. We have a Sweat lodge, and Moon lodge, for healing and supporting our
community with birthing and healing , dying support. Hence, That “Portal”. We Sing
together, mostly around a small evening fire, with drumming.

Water – the main house/building is set up to run gray water back into greenhouse
needs, as from showering, ( using onsite made soaps) and vegetable/food prep
washing , and clothes/linen washing in the Solar Shed. An ancient way of drying clothes
on lines is constructed along the wall of this shed.

All buildings are equipped with guttering systems and cisterns with spigots at the
bottoms for hoses to water garden areas, with a $40 garden hose filter for rainwater to
clean it from chemtrail fallout, as needed, mostly Aluminum.

The well (s) are pumped by Solar systems, and water is routed only to the Solar shed to
wash clothing, linens, and to the Main House for colonic therapy, food prep, showers,
filtered drinking water. And to any other designated field for crops, guilds. Ultimately this
main house has Kangen water filtration, and we use no soap for washing clothes, only
the 11.5 water. We utilize the 2.5 water for wound healing for humans and animals.

We hold a Water Ceremony every Solstice, Equinox, keeping our relationship with
Water in Gratitude as a Community. Onsite inhabitants keep 1-2 gallons of Kangen
water in their Hemp Homes at a time, replenished daily.

Soil – The entire land is inoculated with mycelium mixture sprayed prior to any building
or planting. We Consciously connect with this Amazing Living Creature to spread in and
through us and the land and water we are living with. We co-create our Hive mind, in
harmony and unity.

This also acknowledges any toxins that might have unknowingly accumulated in the soil
prior to us moving here. We acknowledge our borders with prayer ties on trees, and
crystals, giving thanks for being protected here, and honoring our commitment to living
here in harmony with Nature. We have invested a year of Holy Observation of all
aspects, vectors, of this land and water and wildlife prior to building.



Buildings – Prior to building we do a ceremony stating our intentions and asking
permission of the land to live here. Our Appointed Architects help us map out the outline
of a 60 ft dome, and a 20'x10' Solar Shed, we begin getting the solar shed built first to
power our tools. The solar shed will also house the washer and dryer, and freezers. As
much clothes hanging on lines as possible occurs, and we are in the habit of Airing our
clothes repeatedly before washing!!

The Main House is a Toroidal energetic concept, built as a U shaped single story, with a
0 shaped grow dome. We have pounded 2 ft long curved shaped varying metal rods
shaped like rebar into the ground evenly spaced to encourage the toroidal flow of
energy up from Earth and down from Cosmos.

There are many windows, which can be all different sizes as we are sourcing as much
free material as possible, and creating our own wooden pieces needed at our sawmill,
ie, doors,

flooring, benches, chairs, tables, bowls, utensils, and our own Wood chipper for paths,
and mulching, After we have honored the trees we are cutting down for use.

This is a wood framed Hempcrete walls, and ceiling structure, also having sunlight
windows.

There are 3 private healing rooms for colonic therapy, acupuncture, massage,
chiropractic, naturopathic, etc. There is a composting toilet at the end of the hallway
near the door in this area. Opposite, there are 3 – 4 private small bedrooms for clients'
use, with another composting toilet at the end of the hallway near the door.

The main doorway is very large , wooden, off a covered porch that has benches. Inside
to the right is a large stone walled fireplace constructed to heat the entire house( the
stone flue large to bank heat through the cold winters) This also contains a vertical
Smoker for racks to smoke meats, fish, with great ventilation. To the right of the door
outside is where we stack firewood. We also have a hydraulic log splitter.

When entering the front door, you are looking directly across 20 ft to the Kitchen, the
Hearth. All space is creatively utilized to include a wood fired stove, and oven, and a
solar powered electric stove/oven, and refrigerators. This kitchen is stainless steel,
plenty of sinks for washing freshly harvested veggies, and fruits, granite counters, local
wooden cabinets, and many shelved pantries.

To the left of the front entrance are 3 private healing rooms each with a large window
overlooking the outer ring of veggies, herbs, flowers, growing in the Hugelkulture
surrounding the U shaped home. The floor between the rooms and kitchen is large to



dance on! There are pillows and benches all along the walls, little furniture, and places
where guitars are hung and drums are stored. Where appropriate, chair swings are
hanging from the rafters.

To the right of the front entrance, are 3- 4 private small bedrooms for clients visiting us
for healing retreats. Their other choices of lodging are 4 older parked rvs and tents.

At the ends of hallways right and left are the beautiful composting toilets and showers,
with shower water channeled into the grow dome.

Grow Dome – houses tropical plants, plant starts in addition to our outdoor nursery, and
2 outdoor showers for workers to clean up easily, that water is circulated through the
growing spaces. Being protected by the U shaped house from winds, it is also warmer
here throughout the winter as 3 doorways enter from the house, and the 4th leads out to
the south, as in a wheelbarrow entrance. The 4 doorways also allow for Snow removal
off the grow dome ceiling if needed ! This space can also house closed system
aquaponics. Herbs are grown here year round, and this is a refuge for any sensitive
plants needing indoor space over winter.

On the design there are 6 Hempcrete homes, 6 sided as in a Hive cell, heated with a
small wood stove for winter. These are private, permanent dwellings, wood framed,
hempcrete walls, ceilings. We offer Permaculture design courses where students are
taught how to build with hempcrete, this is how we get

paid to build more homes, comfortably spaced, with Guilds designed for your growing
zone are located in between. We can also use these buildings for private massages,
meditation spaces, birthing spaces, and rainy day kid play spaces., yoga, dance, 1
building as a distillery, for beer or wine or moonshine making.

There are 5 composting toilets, 2 in the main house, and 3 on the land. We rotate caring
for these outdoor spaces, keeping them clean, beautified, and taking refuse to the 1 of 2
Humanure Evolution plots, curing with worms and annual flowers for 1 year.

There are 10 Guilds for your growing zones in this design. They are multi-layered,
containing 1 – 2 fruit trees, shrubs, berries, living mulch, insectaries, mineral
accumulators, deer deterrents, nitrogen fixers, pollinator food, flower bulbs,
vegetables,ground covers, and mycelium. We obtain soil tests for our larger growing
spaces as in the Annual food garden in front, and the Beer and Bread grain garden in
the South, and the Vineyard, and Corn/bean/squash field. We practice no-till methods.

Animals - we have efficient, protective Chicken coops and tractors, and some chickens
range freely; Rabbit hutches, Guineas, Ducks, Goats, Cows, and Horses, and a simple



Barn. All roofs catching rain!! All their bedding and manure is used in our compost, and
we have an agronomist on staff who can test soils, microscopes, etc. We have natural
animal doctors onsite, and a butcher for eating beef, chickens, collecting, selling eggs,
collecting goat milk making cheese, all part of our Export program. And, we have lots of
bees! We demonstrate several ways of beekeeping, and educate about this in our PDC
courses.

Exports – Drums, Art, Honey, Beer, PDC courses, Chicken and Duck Eggs, Bread,
Jams, Flowers, Healing sessions, Mushrooms, dried, and tinctured and raw to cook,
Moonshine, Goat Cheeses, Soap, Medicinal Herbal Tinctures (can use our Moonshine
for this). All kinds of Tomato sauces, fermented veggies in quarts, Music, Singing.
Dance. Ceremony, and Hempcrete, in the form of hemp 'hurd', for building, and
hempcrete blocks. This growing of Hemp for fibers is including membership in the
International Industrial Hemp Coalition based out of Texas. I am an active member of
this pioneering organization to switch the building industry from tree lumber to Hemp. All
buildings on Pourtal lands are intended to be hempcrete, and we teach people how to
do this in our Permaculture classes.

Imports - essential oils, set up for all cooking gear, pressure canning, initial jars,bottles,
dehydrators, meat/fish smoker; lumber to start building then Sawmill equipment for
cutting lumber to cure as we need, Wood chipper, gardening tools, carts on wheels and
wheel barrows to haul all our stuff, initial plant starting gear; equipment for healing
center (colonics, etc); 20ft grow dome; Windows for main house and all hemp houses,
solar shed, Barn. Source of organic Hay, straw., Distillery equipment, Flour grinders,
food Processors, Solar panels and batteries. And more I am sure!

Thank you for taking the time to read and ingest my Dream!! Feedback is welcome,
especially on stacking systems!



Above image goes with Pourtal Project

Africa Community C#105

Organic farming - Education - Women communities - Healing centers Africa

To renaturate, protect and treat with care the magnificent nature of Africa is my way. To
achieve this, I want to sensitize the people who live there, to help to promote a healthy
and healthy nature, biodiverse habitat, and to preserve. This is quite possible in
harmony with agriculture, permaculture and organic farming projects, etc. Also, the
rediscovery of the valuable humus production, from organic waste products, is very
important for the renaturation of soils and agricultural lands. For this I would like to train
people to become humus ambassadors, for a living earth.



Formation of nature-forest kindergartens, as well as holistic free school systems, youth
villages, which are worked out together with the children, are a basis for healthy
thinking, feeling, and mindfulness of new generations. I would like to support already
worldwide existing, good, holistic thinking private organizations and life village
communities in this regard. It is also close to my heart to show mothers and women new
perspectives in consciously living and helping each other's generation. Single mothers
need caring support. For this purpose I would like to found women's communities, to
create a living space for them in a kind of women's home, in which they feel safe and
can draw new courage to live, new joy of life with their children.

All this will be carried out together in a large interrelated project.

Here, too, I can use the new plasma technology of the Keshe Foundation, especially in
organic farming. It is a very valuable help.
https://keshe.foundation/plasma/food-agriculture. I would like to cooperate with the
Keshe Foundation, support them and use the plasma generators in all my projects.

This is my plan to accompany and support people into the Golden Age of Humanity into
the world of abundance. Happy, content people have the gift to pass it on to the next in
the sense of swarm intelligence, this includes all living beings. Let us look forward to a
common, wonderful, light-filled togetherness. I as sovereign and humanitarian am
aware of the extent of this task and I carry the responsibility for it with joy.

People - Local and Global Aboriginal, Indigenous and Shamanic
Support & Growth CB#106

•Hired Director, Native, Shaman and Indigenous Tribes.  Includes Inuits, Aboriginals and
other Tribes globally not covered by other LWS’ers.

•Arrange for all to receive RSS, build local Financial Service Centers, CAC’s and offer
loans and grants for personal, community and business projects.

•Coordinate with Canadian, U.S. and other countries to ensure all tribes in all areas
globally where LWS members’ are not covering or are not able to complete.

•Ensure large infrastructure projects are undertaken and co-ordinated.

•Indigenous, Native American and Canadian Reboot to bring new technologies,
prosperity, opportunities, sovereignty, Quantum Education and dignity to Native Elders,
their tribes and communities.



KINS DOMAIN ACCORDING TO THE VISION OF ANASTASIA FROM
THE RINGING CEDARS OF RUSSIA CB#107

Create a space of love consisting of 2 hectares each, for families or individuals willing to
settle on the land under the provision that they will work the land to grow their own food,
raise their families and bond with the land. The land and house cannot be sold but can
be returned to ABC. ABC will buy back the house at current prices.

TO PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING UNDER THE NRELS PROGRAM
Purchase huge tracts of land Subdivide into 2 hectares each Open to families or
individuals on first come first serve basis Free to anyone who wants to settle in these
lands to make these lands productive. Settlers are responsible for the cost of building
their own house from the Trust created in their RSS program.

CAC Center. Each Kins Domain will have a CAC (Community Assistance Center) to
provide assistance to settlers as follows:

Registration for an RSS account and creating a housing trust that will be used for
subsequent payment for their house. ABC will advance the funds for building the house
which will be paid back to ABC by the settler in monthly installments from the settler's
RSS account.

THE CAC Center will provide the following facilities for assisting the settlers in the
planning of their house. architects for settlers to select their house design landscape
designers builders tradesmen vendors (furniture, and others)

ABC will be responsible for all amenities, road works, street lamps, sewages, drains,
repair and maintenance of all utilities in public area etc, ABC will also provide the
following:

Education Center for Children and Adults for arts and crafts and other learning and
creative activities like yoga, meditation, dance, learning how to farm, cooking classes,
How to preserve fruits and vegs, etc.... Library Gym with equipment Wellness center
with all the latest equipment like med beds etc..... Clubhouse for social and organized
activities Pool Playground Co-op for trading, exchange of home produce, veg, , fruit,
plants, art and crafts etc Free Shuttle Bus Transport every 12 hour to the main town
center and return Veterinary services



THE NEW ZEALAND RETURNED SERVICES ASSOCIATION CB#108

I established a good working relationship with President of NZ Vietnam and RSA President
since 2021.
The near 100,000 member organization has a number of issues concerning health & welfare of
its ex-servicemen example:Aquisition of and training in the use of mobile phone s to improve
communications. .

My plan is to discuss and invite the organization to establish an RSS  master account  then
invite their affiliate organizations / groups and  members to do the same. This will provide  a
great way to use the RSS program to inject  added wealth to their organizations and members
and fund their projects.

1. Have agreement to meet with RSA Representative / President in early 2023  to discover their
current  WANTS AND NEEDS with a view to identifying  Resources,  Financial  and Planned
projects  which require funding.

We have already identified two possibile projects to meet and discuss how the LWS action plans
and services can benefit their whole organization-namely;

Communicating with members dispersed throughout New Zealand.
Ways to secure and re-purpose land and buildings currently owned / used by the organizations
Provide tangible CAC solutions to enable them to kick-start THEIR projects via
Grants  & Loans  for resources, equipment etc.
Offer CAC employment contracts - (FREE labour to manage operations easier)
4 Monitor results and Identify OTHER WAYS to ASSIST.

All Inclusive Project CB#109

With my humanitarian friend we intend to build the Holy City, a task requested of me by
God.  The purpose of the Holy City we have named Avalon Isles is to be a model city of
perfect peace, life giving conditions, joyful opportunity, restfulness for those who are
broken from the fight, and a place of creative expression.  We will welcome the prophets



who have suffered, the meek, the peacemakers, and the love givers who understand
long suffering. Needs will be met here both spiritual and physical, with loving council
day or night.  There will be wisdom poured out to those souls seeking elevation in
consciousness, those seeking to understand energy movement, and those who wish to
understand their creator much better.  The city is designed to give back, encourage the
spirit of entrepreneurship. The city is a model, to encourage souls to live among their
own tribes and build communities where you feel loved, appreciated, cared for, and
understood because you're among those who uphold your same values and seek to
accomplish similar goals.  It is also to prepare God's children for the phenomenal future
in the new world, where evil doers will no longer be.  The city includes the following
amenities and will be located near Rockport or Camden Maine.  The RV has taken so
long our desired property sold so we are unsure of exact coordinates, as we will need
many acres of land.

There will be greenhouses for food, marijuana, and plants/flowers, a CAC, a community
center with apartments for visitors, a meeting center for humanitarians, and planetary
visitors, a financial center, community pools, park, flower gardens, a tiny home section
designed for specific demographics of people; the overly weary and spiritually wounded,
and short stays for those who just need rest and safety until they are strong enough to
make new life plans. The city will also include family homes, an orphanage where one
adult tends only three children in private living and can meet up with other children in a
central play area.  We will have schools of education to develop a souls God given
skills, a music stadium with recording studios, a business center for business
development and revenue sharing, a firehouse, a security station, a mens clothing
store, a women's clothing stores, a children and teen clothing store, a hair and barber
salon, a tattoo studio, a home goods store, a craft store, a pet store, a
Temple/meditation/spiritual meeting hall, a medical facility with herbal cures, dietary
advice, and med beds if available, an RV park, a drive in movie theater, a grocery store,
a farmers market, a bakery, a landscape division, and gyms.

We don't have a humanitarian project, humanity is the project. This is just one aspect of
one part of my plans. I have no want of the money given by love won, it's all going to
preserve God's children. I have bought it with my own funds.

The Country-Time Community Theatre Company CB#110

The Country-Time Community Theatre company, based in _______ (your town),
produces a family centered season of theatrical entertainment and provides both
educational and visual artistic opportunities for the residents of _______ (your
community).



There are many wonderful theatre organizations across this country. At the end of the
day, the greatest obstacle theatre organizations face is "the lack of funding". There are
thousands of individuals unable to work in this field who would love to pursue the
profession.

There is a need for education in how to be involved in many aspects of the arts but
cannot be achieved unless you are involved in academia. Studies have supported that
many people want to be involved at different levels and can offer a plethora of
enthusiasm and talent for many opportunities. Our organizations will create those
opportunities as well as the needed funding,

After all theatre staff positions have been addressed for all aspects of the theatre
organization and setting the season, opening the various craft support and production
shops, we will pursue 8 other objectives:

1. Develop job positions for all areas of the theatre
2. Develop a community of paid contract employees
3. Develop a rewards program for participates/employees
4. Establish a Children's Summer Show Series
5. Teach classes within the community schools & districts
6. Obtain speaking engagements to encourage community participation
7. Co-op with other community functions, events, festivals & productions
8. Support local visual artists, both physically & financially

Not only do local residents have acting opportunities in the seasonal productions, but
they will also have opportunities to work hand in hand with professional staff
technicians, teachers, actors, and craft professionals. Solicitation for many of the staff
positions can be from graduates of local schools & universities, currently employed and
unemployed artists, industrial arts groups, veterans and retired individuals and other
men, women, & children of the community,

Currently the Country Time Community Theatre is located in a performing arts center in
(your town). House amenities can accommodate 570 with ADA accessibilities, a 24 X
46 proscenium stage opening, a 30 Ft. motorized turntable, and a 60 X 60 black box
theatre. Both spaces have state of the art in-house lighting, sound, control booth,
catwalk, & grid. The lobby houses the ticket booth and refreshment windows, restrooms,
motorized & lit truss gallery for hanging artwork and exhibits, with private & public
parking in front and back of the theatre. Also included is a complete scenic shop,
costume shop, and lighting/sound studio to support the season productions.



The intention of the Country Time Community Theatre is to duplicate this idea in many
towns across the state of Texas. We may rent/purchase existing facilities, renovate
existing structures or build from scratch.

The Country-Time Community Theatre Company CB#111

Many observers have witnessed the decline and destruction of Western Civilization  and
grieved the loss of its noble and humane foundations. Twenty-first century western
society has lost the value system which once supported its vital structures: education,
religion, civic responsibility, and family life. The healthy and positive values which
nurtured us in the past must be restored in order for human society to thrive and flourish
and maintain the blessings of peace, prosperity and personal  liberty for all persons.

The great Eighteenth Century German poet and philosopher, Friedreich Schiller,
devoted much care and attention to the consideration of human societal structures. He
was passionately devoted to the concept of human freedom and presented this concept
from a variety of aspects in most of his works. Moral freedom, intellectual freedom,
personal freedom, civic and governmental freedom—all of these found a place in his
thought and in his works.

Schiller stands unique among Eighteenth Century thinkers as the one who identified  a
causal relationship between the exercise of the aesthetic faculty  and the presence of
exemplary civic and social  responsibility. For Schiller the experience of beauty
predisposed the human personality  to a life of charity and service. Through beauty the
spiritual life was nurtured and thus enabled to make
choices in favor of  moral decency.



My most dearly desired project is the establishment of a graduate level institute  to
further the development of human societies in three important areas:

1. The integration of existing professions into the larger discipline of public
service.

2. The  study and examination of the legacy of Western Civilization with this
goal: to enable the beneficial accomplishments of Western Civilization to live on
into the future , and  to provide inspiration and guidance in a new era.

3. Instructions and performance in the musical  and visual arts  as a means
to insure that the appreciation of beauty and the creative experience  are widely
available to children and adults.

The Schiller Institute will offer graduate degrees in the three areas mentioned above. In
each area, the students will come to us with at least one, and possibly two, degrees in
their particular subject. The overarching objective is to teach these students how to use
the skills  and knowledge which they already have in the service of humanity. As a
possible extension of our program, our graduates could go out into all areas of the world
to establish similar programs designed to support the varied and diverse cultures which
exist there.   A brief description of the educational content follows.

The Schiller Institute will offer a graduate degree in public service. Students will come to
us from  a wide variety of recognized fields and, through their own research and the
teaching of their professors, learn how their particular fields may be integrated into the
discipline of public service and civic responsibility.  Many fields would seems particularly
suited to this new orientation, such as law, medicine, technology, environmental studies,
engineering, sciences, and  foreign languages, but almost any field would be suitable
for this educational program.

The Schiller Institute will offer a graduate degree  in Western Civilization. One might see
this program as the theoretical counterpart to the above program in public service. In
this program the experienced student would study the historical and foundational
principles which determine the very nature of cultures  and how those cultures can be
enabled to reach the fullest and richest  and most noble  expression of themselves.
Here students already educated in the Humanities  would find particularly congenial
materials for their own research and scholarship.



The Schiller Institute will offer a graduate degree in the study of music and  visual arts.
The musicians and artists who study in this program will be especially focused upon the
need and means to make these arts more widely available , and more highly respected ,
among the larger population.  Art and music will take their rightful place  as servants
and benefactors to humankind.

In summary, one might say that these three initiatives speak to three issues: in a
practical sense, how can the various professions and  academic disciplines help
humanity to advance to a higher level of social consciousness; how, grounded in the
philosophic tradition, can we use our historic heritage to  support that development;
finally,  how  can the spiritually transformative power of the arts assist in this process.

Some thoughts about the practical and physical considerations for this project might be
in order.

A mid-twentieth century public school building has been identified as a suitable location
for the Schiller Institute in its early stages. This building is beautiful, functional  and in an
excellent state of preservation and occupies a large tract of land. We are in Waco,
Texas, a medium -sized town  in Central Texas ,equidistant between Dallas and Austin.
The predominant cultural influence in our city is a mid-sized private University, Baylor
University, which provides a broad range of educational programs to about 20,000
students  through the efforts of a world-class faculty.

This project would be an expensive one  for several reasons. All students will receive
scholarships, which fact will guarantee us an immediate and very large customer base!
The professors will be expensive also because of the investment in their own education
and the fact that they already have very desirable ,high salaried, secure positions.  For
a few years our institution could function very well with part-time staff, remote education,
and retired scholars.  A few full-time staff in the beginning would give us the legitimacy
which we desire.  In the longer view, we would be attractive to young Phds  in search of
employment.

Our institution will also include  education for younger children. We will have a K-12
school system  where the values expressed in our mission statement  underlie the
childhood educational program. The true needs of children will be paramount, not
necessarily the perceived needs of the larger society. Some of the Montessori concepts
will be available in the lower grades. The children will be educated in the practice of the
musical and visual arts from the earliest age.



The community aspect of this project will be emphasized and nurtured.  All who
participate, along with their families,  will have recreational facilities,  places for children
to play, opportunities for spiritual development, social contact with colleagues, contact
with guest scholars and musicians, time to spend with others in the community in the
dining hall  which will be generously supplied with wonderful culinary offerings. This is
where the burning desire to change the world develops—when people share their ideas
and enthusiasm  with their colleagues in a relaxed and peaceful atmosphere.

In later years , I would expect a move to larger facilities to be necessary. I would like to
purchase some land on the Brazos River for a larger campus, not far from the main part
of the University. There would be some possibility that we could partner with the
University for the use of some of their facilities, especially the library. I would also expect
some aspects of this initiative  to be replicated in other countries.

GARDENED MALLS FOR LOCAL ARTISAN AND TRADESMEN
STUDIO/GALLERY/CLASSES CB#112

At the start of this particular project the properties will ideally be found along the old
Route 66 and properties similar in the amount of land, building structure and vicinity to
the main road that is most traveled. There are still many old motels that have not been
purchased and repurposed. Many new motels have been built by large corporations,
displacing the old motels. These new motels do provide low paying jobs for the locals.

We are interested in highlighting local culture. Much of the time you can only find local
talent and culture in their bars and at their annual fairs. This project is about the people,
the way they live and the communities they live in.

Once a property has been identified as suitable for the project an architect and a
contractor will be hired to transform the property into an area that has the appeal to
attract families and youth for a peaceful garden experience. It will include small fire pits
for small groups to enjoy local musicians play by the fireside. The landscape will give
the benefit of being edible. Visitors will be able to visit the galleries, work studios and
classes that will be available in each of the former motel rooms.

These rooms will be rented to the local talents for a pittance of what they would be
charged at a strip mall. The rooms will be designed to fit the needs of a small
manufacturing gallery, recording studio or classes for a trade.

Rare is the artist that we know their soul



This is for the people to cultivate their culture and to give them a platform where
as they may engage in trade and display their honed talents. The creative
process is a healing and soothing process that gives to the witness as much as it
gives to the creator.

This will provide a healthy area for all ages to spend their time. These
creative-communities will be located on the main street of a community. Travelers
will see these beautiful areas and may be inclined to see what it is and what kind
of activity it offers. It will be a busy and daily event.

The creative locals and visitors alike give the self a moment to breathe and to
spend some time to hear a new song that has never been heard before because
and in the name of the new experience. It will give the youth a place to hang out
with each other on a weekend or attend a class for glass blowing or to sell their
art.

Creative activity has been essential to the healthy development of man-kind and
it must be addressed and given a platform from where it flourishes the human
soul.

The Artists and Tradesmen will have their own manner of taking payment for
goods and services provided. The property will be owned through a trust with the
tenants as beneficiary. It will be maintained from the rental proceeds. The local
Community Assistance Center (CAC) Director will delegate an assistant to
oversee property management.

Autonomous Living on Islands CB#113

Project:

Enabling autonomous, fulfilling lives on islands previously dependent on the mainland
and richer countries. Living in harmony with nature and animals.

In addition, with this project I would also like to restore the financial independence of
everyone with the help of the LWS programs. Many islanders live at subsistence level
and it has often been limited for them to visit their surrounding island neighbors or even



other countries of this incredibly beautiful earth in a simple way and to gain new
experiences.

Purpose:

With this project I would like to contribute to making it possible again for locals and
islanders to live completely independent, safe and fulfilled, on and with what the island
has to offer. The revival of the former culture, the remembering of the particularities and
abilities of the peoples of these islands, the exchange also with surrounding islanders
and more distant countries, is possible again for everyone because of the restored
balance, the financial freedom and the possibility of an autarkic, fulfilled and healthy life.

The exploitation of nature with its mineral resources, the extinction of the very own
culture and the associated servitude, the clearing of huge forest areas, factory farming
and other animal suffering, monoculture, food and water shortages, mass tourism,
starvation wages, inhumane "living and working", in other words the whole exploitation
of mind, body and soul, will be ended with the help of this project.

With this project I would like to contribute further to the fact that the past arbitrariness,
with which "richer" over "poorer" is decided, is terminated once for all.

Implementation: (rough structure-worldwide)

- Meeting of individual or worldwide ZIM holders who would like to implement this
project also on their islands or islands close to them with the islanders living there.
(Prior agreement whether this help is needed or wanted is of course a prerequisite)

- Meeting, agreement and project definition/ CAC planning.

- Integrate LWS programs (RSS, ICCH, ESS, NRELS) into planning.

- Create project accounts in QFS

-Project management/directors, define and team formation.

- Project Implementation

In this project, many areas of life are touched.

For example:

- Employment/income/economy/commerce/networking/infrastructure/owned airline
industry/tourism.



- Awareness and reconnection with one's own abilities, culture, and nature and wildlife

- Transformation from lack consciousness to abundance and sovereignty.

- Habitat renewal (reforestation, soil cultivation, water-air purification, home ownership,
endemic plants and wildlife...) -New technologies and much more.

As a possible humanitarian of the alliance I see myself as initiator and financier for such
large-scale projects.

If this is initiated worldwide, and financed, we can all contribute a great deal to the
healing of all. Jobs will be created, people will get more in touch with their nature and
their abilities and will learn to deal more mindfulness with themselves and other living
beings and life forms in the future.

This idea can be published in the catalog, serve as a suggestion and of course be
further developed and supplemented, should it be for the benefit of all.

My Presentation & Projects CB#114

I was born in Helsinki, Finland. I live in Lempäälä Finland. Its beautiful countryside place
near Tampere.

I have been an entrepreneur for almost 17 years, I have had 7 cafes, one second shop
and cafe, two cyms, and two beauty/health shops. I just finished my last cafe, because
it's not good business any more.

my projects...

These LWS programs are very good.

I'm interested in RSS, CAC, ESS and NRELS.

Here in Finland there are lots of people to help.

I would love to help our farmers to grow good food.

RSS is very good, I have been to a few mlm companies and this idea is very good.



I loved to offer this program to every person who wants to receive resources for their
life. I'm interested in opening a CAC office too.

We can start here in Tampere and then spread all over the country.

I have a few good friends with whom we can get an amazing team to help people.

PHF is good because we can offer new homes to people who need or want them.

Also we need a healing center for med beds for people and animals, and a wellness
center to relax. And also we need staff at those centers.

I have made websites, where I have job offer pages.

I know a few brokers and also a few builders too who live quite near me.

I can also offer jobs to those entrepreneurs who lost their incomes because of this
plandemic.

for finnish people..

ESS program is very good. I would love to offer every farmer and local small businesses
this programme.

It's a big opportunity for others to get local and fresh food to peoples table. Also services
etc.

I also know quite a lot of farmers.

Of course I have to study more, how it works in life, but I'm fast to learn these kinds of
things.

I also want to use handworkers to make furniture and so on.

for finnish people...

My projects;

Healing Centers all over the country with Military med beds for people and animals.



Healing Centers for young and others, drug users and alcoholics and a team to help
these people.

Wellness Centers for people to relax and take care of their mental health.

A team to take care of older people who want to live in their own homes.

A team who take care of families who struggle with finances to get good food and their
basic needs and more abundance, and get their own home.

We offer help for those who want to take it.

Everybody works with a big heart.

I also want to help small businesses and farmers like I said before.

First thing to do.....

When my funding is accepted, I think that my first steps would be RSS (if it's available)
and then I want to give opportunity to my brothers and sister. I also want to give the
opportunity to my ex husband.

Then I start to build my team, I think that we can get quite a lot done in a short time. I
can make a separate calculation for each project as I would do otherwise, if you wish.

I have had a quite hard time in the last 2.5 years but I think that my vacations come a
little bit later because I have so much to help so that they don't fall down.

I don't want myself to fall down either.

For all these reasons I ask for a higher rate for my funding. I'm so thankful for You and

ps. Long story short. I hope that you can understand what I want to say, Im also little bit
afraid to speak english and thats why Im not sure can I answer to your questions, but if
you can send me questions or If I have to come there, it would be nice if you have
translator or we can range something, thank you.

here comes my websites. I make these all the time.
https://stars4newu.wixsite.com/shiningstar



SWEP Humanitarian and Community
Development Programme CB#115

For your record, the following link  is a twenty minute video up-date, a synopsis,
https://icedrive.net/s/w6wCCRDgQ9SR66B3vG68RRVahb32, of SWEP Humanitarian
and Community Development Programme. Love Won Society is mentioned as one of
SWEP's important partners. SWEP emphasis is PARTNERSHIP, in order to make a
difference, and so, avoiding unnecessary service delivery duplications.

SWEP Team designed a need-driven inclusive Humanitarian and Community
Development  Plan, to be realised over a hundred years or more, having periodic
adjustments during ensuing years, in the process of challenging, containing and
eradicating poverty, and bringing in abundance.

This video up-date is also posted on Love Won Society’s Discussion Platform, Generic
Humanitarian and Community Development Programme: - Page 2 - LWS Discussion
Forum (franksenergywellbeing.com), on which Light had been registered, posting and
discussing SWEP proposals since November 2021.

Thanks for the opportunity to share part of LWS Platform, including the RSS.

Co-Creation Village Project CB#116

Introduction:
Humanity has long been enslaved and oppressed unknowingly, deprived of life and
property by the fraudulent control of the judiciary and banks, and by the power of their
Satanism (Satanism), carried out through a system of DOG-LATIN grammatical
deception and deceit, cunningly engineered by the Vatican and the Code of Justinian.
And with the rise of large and global corporations under the control of the Cabal, the
traditional Japanese livelihoods and local economies have been forced to collapse. The
Great Reset and the New World Order movements have accelerated this process,
seeking to control and enslave the people of the world by collapsing the global
economy.

We humans must reclaim our Sovereignty as Living Souls and free ourselves from the
suffering cycle of servitude. Living Souls are the intangible entities that are the source of
the consciousness, will, thoughts, emotions, mind, and spiritual faculties and workings
of each and every one of us living human beings. It means the individual being as

https://icedrive.net/s/w6wCCRDgQ9SR66B3vG68RRVahb32
https://franksenergywellbeing.com/LWS/viewtopic.php?t=162&start=10
https://franksenergywellbeing.com/LWS/viewtopic.php?t=162&start=10
https://franksenergywellbeing.com/LWS/viewtopic.php?t=162&start=10


sovereign in relation to others. “Sovereignty as a living soul” means to exercise sound
conscience, reason, cultural and traditional values, and various needs as human beings
(including physiological needs and spiritual or religious needs) to realize real life in a
sound way to deal with the various challenges we face in our real lives, especially
communal lives. It is the spirit and the right to make decisions and choices, being
respected as a free and independent being in relation to others. Sovereignty as a living
soul is the inalienable and sacred right inherent in the human person that no one can
voluntarily renounce and place himself or herself in a state of slavery.

Mission:
Our mission is to aid and promote the spiritual and moral upliftment and wellness of
humanity through the creation of learning and sharing communities rooted in harmony
with nature and co-creation among people, where those whose thoughts and actions
have been controlled by the horrors of the Covid-19 disaster can awaken, reclaim
themselves, and depart with a new worldview.

Our Belief:
The true purpose of Co-Creation Village Project is to activate and deepen the
connections between people. The bonds thus created have the power to enrich people
more than money, gold, or treasure. This power is the source of various forms of
co-creational life. We believe that sharing wealth with others is the most crucial and
principal spirituality of the new era. Co-Creation Village Project is focused on fostering a
spirit of sharing abundance and a fundamental transformation of the existing economy.
To this end, we will utilize the vast amount of redemption funds.

Co-Creation:
In Co-Creation Village Project, the key concept is "living together" or "creating
livelihoods together". This concept is abbreviated here as "co-creation". We believe that
the shortest way for people, a "lonely crowd" who have become disparate individuals as
modern society has progressed and due to the plandemic, to restore a genuine,
humane relationship in harmony with nature is to share a common living. In this way,
people (villagers) live in a large village (some villagers may stay only a few days a
week), collaborating in the production of food crops, sharing, learning, healing, and
supporting each other. The work that unfolds there regenerates the "beloved land”.
Creating these activities and livelihoods-together is called "co-creation" or "co-creation
of livelihood". Co-creation is a vital concept that supports and underlies the entire
Co-Creation Village Project. Co-Creation Village Project will build and develop
communities centered on "co-creation of livelihood". We aim to create Co-Creation
Villages in every corner of Japan.



The Approaches of Co-Creation Village Project:
The Co-Creation Village project can be divided into two main approaches. (1) We
develop various humanitarian projects germane to the four action-plan-modules. They
are the projects that we do ourselves. (2) Rather than developing diverse projects on
our own, (a) we financially support the activities of groups and/or organizations that
agree with and resonate with the "humanitarian spirit" we advocate. And (b) we
financially support the activities of organizations that have already existed. By doing so,
we could use the redemption funds for humanitarian aid to promote more humanitarians'
activities and projects than we do on our own, and that we could thus concentrate on
the projects and activities within our reach. (2) is the category into which RSS, CAC,
ESS, and probably NRELS congruously come.

Four Action-Plan-Modules
Co-Creation Village Project is characterized by four action-plan-modules: “Co-creation
of Livelihoods-Together”, “Utilizing Traditional Japanese Wisdoms'', “Circulating
Heartfelt Money”, and “Activating Sovereignty as Living Souls”. One completed form of
Co-Creation Village Project, which can be done by fully utilizing all four
action-plan-modules described below is a school-style (or school-based) compact
village for creating humane livelihoods together. Each module is deeply interlaced with
one another. The modules are organized in integration with the LWS's Action Plans
accordingly. The action plans below are not so much structures as platforms of the
project. Some examples of challenges in humanitarian assistance associated with the
four action-plan-modules as well as the whole document of the project are presented in
our website.

Creating Livelihoods-Together (CLT):
Through growing crops and food with our own hands, viz., participating in their
production, we will create livelihoods-together in which we can experience the joy and
gratitude of life. Then, we will create creative communities filled with art in various parts
of Japan that are in touch with the earth, rivers, and mountains, etc., that offer healing
time and space, and that promote natural healing power.

Utilizing Traditional Japanese Wisdoms (UTW):
Co-Creation Village, a "place to love", goes hand in hand with Japanese culture, history,
and traditions. History, culture, and traditions have not only a "here-and-now",
"co-temporal and spatial" relationship, but also a "diachronic and spiritual" relationship
from "ancient times" that runs through them. We believe that knowing the roots of this
diachronic relationship is essential to living rooted in the land and soil. We believe that it



is precisely in this new age of awakening that we must revive and utilize the richness of
the traditional Japanese spirit.

Circulating Heartfelt Money (CHM):
The primary purpose of this action-plan-module is to financially support various projects
and activities in the local community. The redemption funds per se are a tremendously
splendid and abundant system of "Circulating Heartfelt Money”. And by spreading the
redemption funds among people for humanitarian aid through the Co-Creation Village
Project, people's attitudes toward money and the way they live their lives will be
transformed. What happens after that depends on how we, the beneficiaries, live? Will
we be immersed in a life dependent on redemption money? Or will we take advantage
of the benefits and create our own way of life in the new era of the economy? We
choose to take the latter path. Why? It is so that we will not “sleep again” on our
regained right to truly enrich our own lives. And this is because our consciousness
about abundance and happiness is to be fundamentally changed and positively
elevated. As a way to do so, the "Knowledge-based Semi-Declining Virtual Currency"
invented by Dr. Hideto Tomabechi will be introduced.

Activating Sovereignty as Living Souls (ASLS):
We reconstruct education through the life of such communities; we aim to establish and
operate institutions of higher education (schools and universities) that nurture
intelligence (wisdom), courage (spirit), and humanitarian spirit (love) based on the ideas
of “co-creation”, “co-creation of livelihoods”, and “sovereignty as living souls”. A new
intellectual framework is needed to survive in the new world and times ahead, based on
a proper study of the true history of humanity and the economic systems. To this end,
we develop and carry out projects that specialize in training humanitarian aid providers
and humanitarian aid activists. "Co-Creation University" (tentative name) mentioned in
Co-Creation Village Project falls under this category. We established Co-Creation
University as a part of Co-Creation Academy. It will launch a liberal arts faculty. And it
will nurture human resources who will practice community and/or town development
based on co-creation and who will engage in humanitarian projects and activities
through "co-creation living". As part of the Co-Creation Academy, Co-Creation
University conducts research and educational activities related to community and/or
town development and humanitarian aid, in collaboration with the Academy's research
institutes.

Closing Remarks
I have been asking myself the question since I was given the Zimbabwe dollar: "What
kind of work am I invited to do as a result of the Zimbabwe dollar redemption? And will



the humanitarian projects I want to do truly benefit as many people as possible?" I kept
asking myself these questions. One day, I had a vision and began to think, "Perhaps I
am entrusted with the responsibility of managing a single faucet of the sacred water
source known as the Redemption Fund and regulating the amount of water". Water
dripped from that faucet. It will eventually become a stream, a deep river, flowing out of
the thirsty land, and around it will grow green and give life to all creatures. I suppose it is
my role as Benefactor to decide in which direction and to which flowers that water
should flow so that it can reach every corner of this vast land, and in what way to do it.
As I began to think this way, I began to feel guided by the thoughts entrusted to him by
QFS. As I envision the Co-Creation Village project, I now feel a growing sense in my
mind that my will as Benefactor is with the will of the Alliance and the will of QFS as a
conscious body.

“Many are the plans in a man’s heart, but it is the Lord’s purpose that prevails.”
(Proverbs 19: 21)

Community Building Project CB#117

OPEN SPACES ON ALL 4 SIDES OF CITY BLOCKS

Those spaces will be open 24/7 with teams to facilitate all activities. First we have to
rent (in the old system) or buy (better!) any real estate that could do the job.

This will be coordinated with LWS’ PHF program, in order to not interfere.

Having experienced fablabs, coworking, social innovation, I know that whenever people
gather and start doing, making, sharing, their passion, discover new tools, in a free &
open source environment, well thought out in advance, with the heart and love, it works
and it is amazing!

Those open spaces will be equipped with kitchens, bathrooms, private rooms or
studios/apartments (for overnight stays or projects that require you to stay for days or
weeks).

Q: Why on all 4 sides of every city block ?
A: The closer to everybody the better !

ECO VILLAGE IN THE UK AND GOA, INDIA CB#118



Problem: Many of us have felt and known for a long time that the very system that we
are dependent on is dysfunctional, broken and corrupt. It has stolen the dreams of our
ancestors, our dreams and if we continue to follow the same path, we threaten the
survival of our future generations.

Solution: We now have a major part to play in its transformation. Having looked at our
complete dependency on the system in every area of our lives, moving forward we need
to make pragmatic choices thinking in terms of Cooperation and Collaboration and not
competition.

How: One way forward is to bring skilled communities together at the grassroots level
from Reliance to Resilience and to bring spiritually minded communities under one roof
who feel the same love for nature as we do. We are the guardians and protectors of our
planet. Our rich heritage needs to be passed onto future generations with pride.

Team: I will have 40 different projects under one roof and foresee 150-200 people
employed in the first two years.

Permaculture plays an important role in the overall implementation with emphasis on
Earth care, People care and Fair share with regular PDC courses run onsite. The forest
keeper and the gardener come under this category.

Kitchen team takes care of breakfast and lunch. Country Cafe, mini supermarket,
cookery classes will be run by them

Children’s Collaborative Centre takes care of hands-on education for children.

In house Carpenter, Electrician and Plumber will run courses for apprenticeships.

Animal Shelter
Sports and Adventure activities
Astronomy and Observatory Centre

These are just a few ideas presented here but I foresee a huge expansion as the
community's needs grow organically. This project can be replicated over and over again.

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT AND INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT
CB#119

Spiritual Healing Retreats



Leveraging current retreats and healing facilities and services, empowering, and
remodeling/building them. Workshops, private sessions, events, and training. Trauma
release and healing sessions offered from a wide variety of alternative doctors,
practitioners, and professionals. Sound healing, Acupuncture, Chiropractic, Massage,
Reiki, Yoga, Osteopathy, Gong Bath, Meditation, and all sort of alternative techniques
that have been available to us but also the ones that will be available after being hidden
for years if they are not available in health centers of each region, for example Med
Beds could be installed or brought for weekly sessions in these retreats.

Embrace your Creativity Centers

Teaching and practicing of all kinds of arts, focused on youth but open to all ages.
Music, performing arts, painting, ceramic, etc. We would be leveraging the existing
teachers, artists and premises on each location, remodeling as needed, to offer free
lessons, workshops, shows and galleries.

Learn How To Centers

These centers will be teaching all sorts of professions and skills, building, fixing,
cooking, fishing, hairdressing, gardening, growing food, etc. Again, we would be using
existing teachers, professionals and premises, remodeling as needed.

Youth Loving Guidance Centers

Here we will help youth to find their own heart and guide them to become the best
version of themselves. Private sessions and group workshops, the idea is to help them
find their talent and passion so they can develop their skills and divine gift. These
centers will work in coordination with the healing retreats, creativity centers and learn
how to centers.

Elder Loving Care Centers

A group of specialized professionals to assist, care and support the elder. Independent
but in collaboration with the healing centers and health services, people working on this
project will make sure elders live a life full of love and support, helping them in their
homes, taking walks together, cooking for them, and just being there for them, so no
elder person is alone anymore. Employees of these services can organize events and
any other project that is considered beneficial for the elders, funding will be requested to
the Director of each area.

All these different centers will be each Director’s responsibility, and each director will
manage setting up all necessary accounts to administer each center efficiently. These



centers will start in each of my 10 Directors towns and spread nationwide in an
organized and structured way.

I have been ready for what is coming all my life, and I am so grateful for this opportunity
to serve humanity with all the unconditional love in my heart.

EarthSong Community / Village CB#120

Vision:
To create numerous EarthSong Communities / Living Villages. This is a large project
that supports many people living in harmony, wellness and in gratitude to our Creator.
The EarthSong Community Village would be nestled into a bushland type space with
lots of trees, native animals, such as kangaroos and koalas, birds and natural habitat. I
envisage a large community lake, complete with various water activities, with streams
flowing throughout the housing estates, parklands and town center for a cleansing and
soothing effect.

Included in each community are various housing estates, schools, day care, aged care,
medical and dental facilities, hospital, birthing centre, farming, animal sanctuary, places
of worship including indigenous sacred ground area, a Town Centre, Community Care
Centre and Industrial Centre.

Day visitors are encouraged to visit and become aware of the benefits and advantages
of communal and harmonious living. Town Centre to include visitors information center.

Town Centre
This will include eco friendly gift shops, natural therapies, organic baker, healthy grocer,
organic fruit and vegetables, arts and crafts, organic café and restaurants; organic/non
toxic beauty, spa, hairdresser, barber; post office, financial center, cooking classes, art
and craft classes, med bed clinic.

Care Centre
This will include a fire station, resolutions station (police), ambulance, healing center;
hospital/dental/medical facilities, pregnancy and birthing facilities, cultural learning and
support, lawyers, accountants, fitness/dance, veterinarian, security/self defense
classes, real estate office, community projects officer, retreat and workshop coordinator,
day care, aged care facilities.

Industrial Centre



Mechanics, engineers, water, sewerage, electrical (free energy), builders and building
supplies, dairy, bamboo/hemp clothing manufacturing, alpaca wool production, refuse
center, plant and gardening nursery, freeze dried food, publishing/printing/media centre,
heirloom seed sowing

Education
Kindergartens, primary school, high school - all organic, non - toxic, including building
materials. ‘Eco Earth’ Colleges (see separate project) will be part of a central hub
connecting many EarthSong Communities/Villages together. ‘Eco Earth’ Colleges is the
umbrella name for a number of colleges/universities that upskill students in careers
more aligned to harmonious and happy living and wellbeing. ‘Cherish the Children
College’ is the college for training or upskilling teachers. My vision is to have teaching
staff that have been re-trained in the Montessori/Steiner ways of teaching. Only organic,
non-toxic foods and products, including hemp paper, will be used in the training
colleges.

Farming
Small scale farming based on permaculture principles on the surrounding land of the
village including the growing of hemp and bamboo to be used for building, clothing,
packaging products, paper etc. Alpaca and sheep farming for wool products. Cattle for
dairy. There will be no animal meat production within the village confines. This is a
larger scale farming project.

Aged Care - called Wisdom Hubs
A sometimes forgotten part of our community. Older residents have a wealth of
knowledge and information that can be passed down through the generations. This is
how it was done in past times, and I feel we need these skills and talents to be
prioritized again. How many of us still remember Nana’s cooking?

There will be 3 levels of accommodation available:
● High Care
● Moderate Care
● Low Level Care

High Care residents will have constant care and one on one staff available.

For Moderate Care residents. Their housing will include bedroom, ensuite, lounge area
and kitchenette. These residents will be encouraged to use the organic dining area for
meals. They will have their own garden and pet, if desired.



For Low Level Care / Independent residents. Their housing will include bedroom with
ensuite, guest bedroom with ensuite, full kitchen, lounge and dining areas. Availability of
own garden and pet if desired.

Facilities for Wisdom Hubs will include auditorium, cinema, raised bed community
garden, residents swimming pool, guests swimming pool and café, tennis court, animal
petting area, playground for young guests.

All meals provided will be organic. All products used, including building and paint
materials will be non-toxic and chemical free.

The auditorium will be used for many activities including cooking classes for the
residents, as well as the residents overseeing cooking classes for the community;
singing, dancing, exercise and community activities. Entertainment and stage shows.

On-site (electrical?) buggies available for residents, either on their own or with a support
person, to drive into Town Centre for groceries, bakery, spa, activity classes etc. There
will be daily ‘Town Centre’ excursions for those who prefer to go as a group.

School programs will include visits to the Wisdom Hub at least once a week for the older
and younger generations to interact and support one another. All members of the
community will be required to volunteer at least 2 hours per week in the Wisdom Hub,
for ‘getting to know you’ time. This could include gardening, sporting activities, reading
and writing support, animal petting etc.

Included on-site will be a beauty parlor, barber; medical/dental and eye clinics; massage
therapist, ‘Men’s Shed’ - for those residents that are skilled in various trades to help with
creating handmade products for the village, such as wooden toys, garden beds,
repairing of bicycles, etc, as well as the mental health aspects of interacting with other
males in the village.
A ‘Women’s Centre’ for the female residents will include facilities for arts and crafts
making, including knitting and crocheting for village residents; ‘nana’ time for village
babies and young children, interacting with other female village residents to pass on the
wisdoms and remedies of old.

Day trips / excursions will be available to all residents. 3 to 30 day domestic or
international travel trips will be encouraged. These trips will include support and medical
staff.

Religious / Spiritual Beliefs



There will be a provision within the village for personal worship, such as churches,
temples and ceremonial grounds.

EarthSong Community / Village Guide Lines
Although I may be stepping over the mark here, I do believe there needs to be some
sort of ‘rules’ or guidelines for community residents to be aware of to ensure
harmonious living within a large group environment.

These are some of my ideas so far:
● Prior to living in the village there will be a 3 week detox program in the on-site

healing center. My experience is that we all suffer to some degree from lack of
mentality, which leads to greed, selfishness, lack of belief in self, which can
descend into violence or criminal activities. This detox will help to cleanse the
body of the toxins and chemicals ingested into the body over many decades. The
healing center will also incorporate cleansing of the mind to reprogram the mind
with abundance, love, generosity and compassion. I realize this 3 week detox
program may be seen to be infringing on people’s free will, but I believe to be
able to live in harmony with one another without excessive conflict or greed, we
all need to be supported in dissolving the old ways of living and thinking, and
become stewards of our own wellness, supporting the wellness of others, and
supporting the wellness of earth and our planet.

● All products used in the village are to be organic, eco friendly or non toxic
● Respect and Honour for all living things, including people, plants, animal, land etc
● No excessive drinking. Any disorderly conduct will require counseling and a med

bed session. Three ‘drunk and disorderly’ disturbances will mean exclusion from
the community

● No smoking outdoors - this infringes on the right to clean air for others
● Noise control - no outdoor noise after 9pm, with indoor noise limited eg no loud

music which encroaches on the peace of others
● Low wastage - reuse and recycle as much as possible
● No free roaming pets - to be kept within home boundary, on a leash or pet park
● 40% discount on all groceries, services etc for community residents - subsidized

through RSS download funding
● Weekly 2 hour Fitness/Self Defence/Gym training
● Weekly ‘Community Caring’ - volunteer 3 hours with children, elders, animals,

gardens etc.
● Weekly ‘Living Levy’ to support the ongoing running of the community / village

(this levy will be at a minimal rate and subsidized through the RSS - each
EarthSong Community will be registered as a non-profit and therefore become a



beneficiary on the RSS program. This ensures self sufficiency and self pride for
the community)

● Weekly Healing Therapy for vitality and ongoing wellness
● Weekly Community Get Together - family entertainment, music, bbq

This is an ongoing outline and items can be added or deleted from feedback and as
more information re new technologies etc come to hand.

White Fields Group CB#121

● A World-wide Humanitarian Project
● Helping Grow Small and Large Communities
● Supporting and Servicing a Multi-County Area

It is by Divine Intervention and Directive that this sacred mission, WHITE FIELDS
GROUP, was created as a humanitarian ministry.

WHITE FIELDS GROUP, connecting with Love Won Society and The Talent Loop,
adheres to the premise that all events are orchestrated for the good of each individual
involved in an event, and because God created the event, then at all times and in all
places God has won!

When an individual realizes God, or love, is behind all events that take place, then it
gives that individual the chance to ponder and question the reason for the event. This
pondering allows God, or love, to reveal the Divine reasons behind such events. Such
Divine revelation brings peace and unspeakable joy when one understands God’s, or
love’s, intentions

Working with WHITE FIELDS GROUP begins the journey to peace and joy in a way that
breaks the cycle of pain, stress and suffering. With this in mind, this profound statement
of TRUTH needs to be spread to all who want to understand the TRUTH in the
experiences of their lives. The MISSION of WHITE FIELDS GROUP, therefore, is to
share this understanding with all those who seek for TRUTH.

To this end, we, the members of WHITE FIELDS GROUP dedicate the remainder of our
lives upon this Earth to share the Mission.





Entering the building individuals will experience a warm and loving environment. They
will be welcomed by one or more staff members in a “living room” setting to make them
comfortable. The aroma of fresh baked goods flowing from an in-house kitchen creates
a feeling of hospitality. The in-house kitchen is staffed by a chef/cook that creates
healthy meals for staff and their families as part of the Group’s “family” environment.

Calm, cool painted walls showcase photos, paintings and artwork to accent the building
throughout. The front waiting room area will have comfortable furniture, area rugs and
amenities indicating a home-like setting. Joyous or peaceful music will be playing
throughout the building. Children’s voices may be heard if some are present in the
in-house daycare for staff and guests while attending an appointment



Moving through the building guests will find glass walled offices that allow privacy while
visiting with staff about their needs, yet allow light to flow into each office from above
privacy curtains (used as needed). Each office will have a small round “kitchen”
conference table and chairs that further allows guests to feel at home. The staff will
utilize timed appointments, as well as walk-in appointments.

A conference room, ADA restrooms, break room and exercise room with shower (for a
workout before or after work, even during a break if time allows) will also be on site.
Following the “at home” feeling, staff members and guests will make the Community
Assistance Center (CAC) an integral part of their lives.

Director of Community Assistance Centers: The individual we are going to recruit
has years of experience in business, having been a former Chamber of Commerce
Director, owner of her own home remodeling and landlord business. This individual is a
Christian and has the same core values of that of the Managing Director. She and her
husband, a chiropractor, have been married for 20 years and have four children.

Farm and Dairy Assistant Director: The individual we are going to recruit grew up on
a farm, has a degree in diesel mechanics and has worked for a large implement
dealership for 25 years. This individual is a Christian and has the same core values of
that of the Managing Director. He and his wife, a stay-at-home mom/school teacher,
have been married 20 years and have two daughters.

Seniors Assistant Director: The individual we are going to recruit has years of
experience in business, serving senior citizens, and ministry. She and her latehusband
established more than one church in the area. She is a Christian and has the same core
values of that of the Managing Director. She has a servant’s heart and is extremely
loved by those that know her in the multi-county area in which WFG will serve.

Construction Co-Assistant Director #1: We will have two construction directors, one
for homes and one for large buildings. The individual we are going to recruit for this



position has years of experience in the building trades industry. He has owned his own
business, and has built and remodeled many homes in the area. Currently, he is
teaching building trades and industrial arts at an area high school. This individual is a
Christian and has the same core values of that of the Managing Director. He and his
wife have been married 20 years and have eight children.

Construction Co-Assistant Director #2: The individual we are going to recruit also
has years of experience in the building trades industry. He owns large construction and
irrigation businesses, so this position will be on a consultation basis until we find a No. 2
person to fill the position on a full-time basis. He has experience in large arena
construction and will be able to assist WFG with several of its 1-2 year projects to get
things mowing rather quickly. This individual is a Christian and has the same core
values of that of the Managing Director. He and his wife have been married 20 years
and have four adult children and five grandchildren.

Housing Assistant Director: The individual we are going to recruit has years of
experience as a real estate agent and has recently become a Broker. This individual is a
Christian and has the same core values of that of the Managing Director. White Fields
Group will work with this individual to build, buy, remodel and sell homes so area people
have a home of their own in which to grow a family or settle into
retirement/volunteerism. She has two daughters, one in high school and the other in
college on the West Coast.

CAC Office Manager: The individual we are going to recruit has years of experience as
a bank teller. This individual will manage the day-to-day operation of the Thomas
County CAC and train branch CAC Office Managers. Her experience with banking will
create an organized, efficient office in which she understands the need for confidentiality
since we will be providing others with funds. She is a motivated, cheerful and loving
person and used to working with the public. This individual is a Christian and has the
same core values of that of the Managing Director. She and her husband have two
children.


